ACROSS

1 Shoot the bull
4 Suburban sights
9 Rizzuto
13 "... ___ in Kalamazoo"
17 Writer Wiesel
19 Flamboyant Flynn
20 Stockings
21 Make points
22 Overstatements?
25 ... dollar, ___ 'clock scholar"
26 Doodlebug parent
27 Doctrine
28 Dispatch boat
29 NC college
30 Choreographer Alvin
31 Skedaddle
32 "___ Groovy": Simon and Garfunkel song
35 Sleep disorder
36 109-carat diamond
39 Fish with hook and line
40 He had a "Ragtime Band"?
42 E. Netherlands town
43 Swenson, of "Benson"
44 Bergman role
45 Melville's Billy
46 Weary worker's cry, in brief
47 Fleur-de- ___
48 Adroitness
52 Memorable Italian tenor
53 Gourmet Brilat- ___
55 ___ Selassie
56 Everything in readiness
57 Makes ropes shipshape
58 Cordage fiber
59 Honeyed
60 Range rovers
62 "Olympia" painter
63 Laundry cycle
65 Bowling lane
66 Annoyances?
68 Slithery one
70 Rogers, et al.
71 Uncovered
72 Like a bump on ___
73 Austen's Ms. Woodhouse
74 Tenn. player
75 Town on Revere's route?
79 Prepare to propose, perhaps
80 Play part
82 Big name in brewers
83 San Joaquin valley city
84 TV's Couric
85 "As You Like It" girl
86 Reunion attendee, briefly
87 Synthetic used in plastics
88 Marian's beloved
89 Ideal worlds
92 Final authority
93 Easter hunt leftovers?
96 "___ for the Misbegotten"
97 Concluded
98 Actor Davis
99 Location

100 Major musical work
101 "Lulu" composer
102 Addictive drugs, for short
103 Explorer Johnson

1 "My goodness!"
2 Bit of seaweed
3 Zodiac division
4 Multitude
5 Fluorescent lamp gas
6 Small songbird
7 And not: conj.
8 Booking ahead
9 Part of P.T. Barnum
10 "Tommyrot!"
11 "___ It Romantic?"
12 Bandleader Brown
13 Lights, camera, ___!
14 Carries things too far?
15 Cartoonist Peter
16 Summer beast?
18 Miss Havisham's ward
21 faire: Fr.
23 TV's "Kate & ___"
24 Short wire?
28 Yearned: inf.
30 Copycats
31 Newly grassed
32 Be unsuccessful
33 Phillies' Del
34 Song from "Sugar Babies"?
35 Straighten
36 Notre Dame's Rockne
37 Odette's opposite number
38 Equip again
40 Sponsorship
41 "___ of Divorcement"
44 Actress Oberon
46 Like a Floridian's floor
48 ___ dozen: exercise routine
49 Unspecified object
50 Lets up
51 Gauche's cow-catcher
52 Dingle's cousins
54 Says yea or nay
56 Filling with wonder
58 Venerated wise ones
59 Soup utensil
60 Shape by cutting
61 Knock for ___
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